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1.    Introduction 
 
Intramuscular fat (IMF) content and composition, particularly the oleic fatty acid content (OL), 

are major quality characteristics of pork fresh and dry-cured products. They are known to be related 
to nutritional, manufacturing and organoleptic properties, as well as to human health. It is known 
that IMF content is under genetic control but little evidence is available for IMF composition, 
namely OL. There are very few estimates in the literature regarding genetic parameters for OL 
(Suzuki et al., 2006) and, besides, most of them are based on small data sets from experiments 
designed for other purposes (Ntawubizi et al., 2010; Sellier et al., 2010). However, genetic 
parameters associated to IMF and OL (i.e. heritability and genetic correlations with other relevant 
traits) are needed for developing selection criteria and optimum breeding strategies and 
programmes.  

 
IMF content is usually expressed in percent of dry or wet matter and OL in percent of total fatty 

acids in IMF. However, all research done in this field was not aware of the compositional nature of 
these data (Aitchison, 1986). The purpose of the present contribution is to compare results from 
standard linear with compositional data analyses for IMF and OL. Analyses were compared in 
terms of genetic parameter estimates, selection efficiency, and predictive capacity.  
 
 
2.    Material and methods 
 
2.1 Animals and experimental data  

 
The data set used for the estimation of the genetic parameters and breeding values consisted of 

93,920 pedigreed Duroc pigs, from which 85,253 had at least one recorded trait. Pigs with records 
were born from 1996 to 2010 and recorded traits were body weight (BW) and backfat thickness 
(BT) at 180 days, and IMF and OL at 215 days. A description of the records used for each trait is 
given in Table 1. BT was ultrasonically measured at 5 cm off the midline at the position of the last 
rib (Piglog 105®, Herlev, Denmark). IMF was determined as the sum of eleven fatty acids (Ros et 
al., 2011) expressed as triglyceride equivalents (Bosch et al., 2009) and then expressed as percent of 
wet matter. Individual fatty acids and OL in particular were determined in duplicate on a sample of 
gluteus medius muscle by gas chromatography. Then, OL was expressed as percent of total fatty 
acids.   

 
 

Trait n Mean SD Minimum Maximum 
Body weight,kg 85,002 104.8 12.5 62.0 167.0 
Backfat depth, mm 80,687 15.6 3.5 6.5 36.0 
IMF, % 943 4.9 1.9 1.5 13.3 
OL,% fatty acid 947 44.8 3.1 36.3 55.5 

 

Table 1.  Data description of the data set used in the analyses. 
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2.2 Statistical analyses 
 

2.2.1. Estimation of genetic parameters and genetic values 
 
A multiple four-trait animal mixed model was used to analyze the data in Table 1. The model for 

BW and BT included batch (1,039 classes), sex (male, female, and castrated), litter (32,426 litters), 
and animal genetic (breeding) value (93,920 animals), while the model for IMF and OL only 
included batch (13 classes) and animal. Age at measurement was included as a covariate for all 
traits. IMF and OL were analyzed using either the raw or the transformed scores. As a first 
approach to convert IMF and OL compositional data to samples in real space, the following 
isometric logratio (ilr) transformed variables were used (Egozcue et al., 2003): 
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where NOL=IMF-OL is the percent of fatty acids in IMF other than OL, and (1-IMF) is the percent 
of wet matter in pork other than IMF, such that (1-IMF) + OL + NOL = 100. 

 
Genetic parameters and animal genetic effects were estimated in a Bayesian framework using 

Gibbs sampling (Legarra et al., 2008). Flat priors were used for variance components and 
systematic effects. For animal effects, prior distribution was a multivariate normal distribution with 
mean zero and variance G⊗A, where A is the numerator relationship matrix and G is a 4×4 genetic 
relationship matrix between traits. Prior distributions for litter and residual effects were multivariate 
normal with mean zero and variances C⊗I and R⊗I, where C is a 2×2 (co)variance matrix 
between litter effects of BW and BT and R is a 4×4 (co)variance matrix between residuals. 
Statistical inferences were derived from the samples of the marginal posterior distribution using a 
unique chain of 500,000 iterations, where the first 100,000 were discarded and one sample out of 
100 iterations retained. The heritability of each trait was calculated as the ratio between animal to 
total variance. The genetic correlation between two traits was calculated as the correlation between 
breeding values for such traits. The correlation between raw (IMF, OL) and ilr-transformed (u1, u2) 
estimates of the breeding values was calculated as a measure of selection efficiency of the estimates 
inferred using raw scores.  
 

2.2.2. Predictive capacity   
 
A cross-validation approach using real and simulated data based on a full-sib design was used to 

assess the predictive capacity for future records of each analysis. Thus, (case 1) from data in Table 
1, 350 paired full-sibs with records on IMF and OL were taken with the purpose of predicting the 
record of one sib (predicted set) by regressing on the record of the other sib (observed set). 
Robustness of the prediction was assessed using as regression coefficients values taken at equal 
distance from the interval 0.1 to 1. The predictive capacity of each case (ilr-transformed or not by 
the regression coefficient value) was evaluated in terms of the mean square error of the prediction, 
expressed as a proportion of the total variance (MSE). This process was repeated 5,000,000 times 
placing sibs at random either in the observed or in the predicted set. Average and standard error of 
MSE across repetitions were calculated. On the other hand, (case 2) simulated compositional data 
mimicking observed data were obtained by repeated sampling of (u1, u2, uFS

1, uFS
2) from a 

multivariate distribution with mean (-2.8, -0.1, -2.8, -0.1) and (co)variance V, where the superscript 
FS refers to full sib. Matrix V was derived according to standard quantitative genetics theory using 
the estimates obtained in 2.2.1. A full-sib design consisting of 1,000,000 was repeated 10 times. 
Then, predictive capacity was assessed as with real data.   
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3.    Results 
 
3.1 Genetic parameters and breeding values  

 
The genetic parameter estimates associated to IMF and OL hardly differed between the standard 

and the compositional analysis (Table 2). The maximum absolute divergence occurred for the 
genetic correlation between OL and BT, where the posterior mean (standard deviation) was 0.23 
(0.11), for the standard analysis, and 0.19 (0.11), for the ilr-compositional analysis. The genetic 
correlation between IMF and OL (0.48; SD: 0.11) was similar to that between the transformed 
variables (0.50; SD: 0.12).  

 
 
 h2  rG with BW  rG with BT 

Trait Mean (SD) HPD95
 α  Media (DT) HPD95

 α  Media (DT) HPD95
 α 

IMF 0.57 (0.09) 0.43;0.75  0.29 (0.11) 0.08;0.47  0.38 (0.10) 0.18;0.56 
OL 0.51 (0.08) 0.36;0.68  0.12 (0.11) -0.11;0.34  0.23 (0.11) 0.01;0.43 
u1 0.57 (0.10) 0.38;0.78  0.27 (0.10) 0.08;0.46  0.36 (0.10) 0.16;0.54 
u2 0.51 (0.08) 0.36;0.68  0.13 (0.11) -0.08;0.37  0.19 (0.11) -0.02;0.37 

 
Table 2. Heritability (h2) and genetic correlation (rG) of IMF and OL, and u1 and u2, with BW and BT .α HPD95: 

Highest Probability Density Interval at 95%. 
 

 
The residual parameter estimates are given in Table 3. The maximum absolute divergence 

occurred for the residual correlation between IMF and BT, where the posterior mean (standard 
deviation) was 0.14 (0.08), for the standard analysis, and 0.20 (0.08), for the ilr-compositional 
analysis. The residual correlation between IMF and OL (0.17; SD: 0.11) was lower than that 
encountered between the transformed variables (0.30; SD: 0.13). 

 
 

 hE
2  rE with BW  rE with BT 

Trait Mean (SD) HPD95
 α  Media (DT) HPD95

 α  Media (DT) HPD95
 α 

IMF 0.43(0.09) 0.25;0.57  0.06 (0.08) -0.08;0.21  0.14 (0.08) -0.02;0.31 
OL 0.49 (0.08) 0.32;0.64  0.19 (0.08) 0.04;0.35  0.21 (0.08) 0.06;0.37 
u1 0.43 (0.10) 0.22;0.62  0.08 (0.07) -0.06;0.23  0.20 (0.08) 0.06;0.38 
u2 0.49 (0.08) 0.32;0.64  0.19 (0.07)  0.05;0.32  0.24 (0.08) 0.09;0.40 

 
Table 3. Residual variance relative to total variance (hE

2) and residual correlation (rE) of IMF and OL, and u1 and u2, 
with BW and BT .α HPD95: Highest Probability Density Interval at 95%. 

 
 
The Spearman correlation between the estimated breeding values from both analysis was high 

(0.97, for IMF and u1, and 0.95, for OL and u2), particularly when only pigs with data on IMF and 
OL where considered (r>0.99 for both correlations). Posterior standard deviations associated to 
breeding values were proportionally higher in the standard as compared to ilr-transformed analysis, 
particularly for IMF. If all pigs are included, the coefficient of variation associated to the estimates 
of the breeding values for IMF was almost doubled. As a result, the correlation of the standard 
deviations associated to raw breeding values and transformed breeding values were consistently 
lower than that observed between the corresponding posterior means of the breeding values (0.67, 
for IMF and u1, and 0.59, for OL and u2).    
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3.2 Predictive capacity  
 

The ilr-estimate associated to IMF (u1) showed better predictive ability, in terms of MSE, than 
the raw score of IMF (Figure 1), with differences around 2%. No relevant differences for MSE 
between OL and u2 were observed, but, in comparison with IMF, values for OL were much lower 
(0.56 and 0.82 at minimum MSE for OL and IMF, respectively). Estimates based on transformed 
variables, particularly for u1, were slightly more robust across regression values as well. These 
results were confirmed using simulated data (Figure 2). Interestingly, u1 also displayed lower 
variance than IMF, both in the real (0.04 vs. 0.06, at minimum MSE) and in the simulated (0.18 vs. 
0.33, at minimum MSE) case, and more robust across repetitions. Transformed variables u1 and u2 
resulted to be less sensible to occasional outliers. 

 
 

 
 
Figure 1. Standarized mean square error of prediction by the regression coefficent used in predicting the performance 

of an individual for  u1, (1-IMF), and OL with a full sib’s record. Results for u2 are the same as in OL.  
 Case 1: Real data. 

 
Figure 2. Standarized mean square error of prediction by the regression coefficent used in predicting the performance 

of an individual for  u1and (1-IMF) with a full sibs’ record. Bar graphs indicate standard deviation. 
Case 2: Simulated data. 
 
 
In conclusion, little differences for genetic parameter and selection efficiency were observed 

when inferences were based on raw or ilr-transformed data on IMF and OL. This may be attributed 
to the relatively low variability of IMF and OL (Table 1; Ros et al., 2011). However, even in this 
simple case, although mostly for IMF rather than for OL, predictions of future records based on ilr-
transformed variables performed better than those on raw data. Because biological and economical 
interpretation of transformed results is not straightforward, specifically for the breeding values, 
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compositional data analysis can be refrained from being used in practice unless expected returns are 
clearly shown. Further analyses need to be undertaken using the whole fatty acid compositional 
profile and, in particular, to assess specifically the behavior of other relevant fatty acids displaying 
higher compositional variation than OL. 

 
4.   Implications 
 

Log-ratio transformation is expected to affect more intramuscular fat content than oleic content 
in pig meat, and their predicted rather than their realized selection responses.  
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